Clean Water for everybody
The Situation:
Still more than 650 million people have no
access to safe drinking water. The polluted
water causes many life-threatening illnesses,
like Diarrhea, Cholera or Typhus and every
year 1,5 million people die from contaminated
drinking water.
Mostly they get their water from rivers, lakes
or wells and carry it in jerrycans to their
homes. Even if the water source has a good
water quality, the jerrycan might be a source
of contamination. Why? A jerrycan usually is
not easy to clean and bacteria will grow very
well inside the jerrycan.
That´s why we invented the what-a-bird
system for jerrycans.

How it works:
The what-a-bird is designed slim, so it fits in
any standard jerrycan. The use is very easy,
you put it in the opening of a water-filled
jerrycan, press on the hand piece and already
clean drinking water flows from the outlet.
Depending on the water quality (turbidity
in the water) and the regular cleaning, the
lifetime is 3-5 years. After that, only the filter
cartridge has to be changed.
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The benefits:
• 99,9999% Bacteria and parasite removing rate,
for example Cholera, Typhus, E.coli
• No waiting time, just pump and the water is
treated to clean drinking water
• No storage of clean drinking water, it´s a point
of use solution
• No elaborate cleaning of storage jerrycans,
the drinking water has not to be stored
• No running costs for treating the water,
their is no need to get chemicals or buying
firewood or charcoal
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• Comfortable filling of glasses and cups, the water
will be pumped directly out of the jerrycan

